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SI
LAT

NATIONAL
RECRUITMENT
OPEN HOUSE

Come down to our training ground on 10 & 11 September
from 10am to 6pm where we are open to those who are
interested in taking a tour around our OCBC Arena Hall 4
and in knowing more about the Silat programs we are
offering!

CALLING ALL PESILAT!
Join us at our 2-Days Sport Silat Boot
Camp at OCBC Arena and stand a chance
to win sponsored training with the
Singapore Silat National Team!

Register by
8 Sept 2022!

We're opening up our doors for aspiring Silat
athletes or anyone keen to go through a 4-hours
fun introductory session & train alongside our
World Champions!

WARM WELCOME
HOME

Welcome home!

The team who was in Malacca, Malaysia for the 19th World
Pencak Silat Championship came back to Singapore on the
1st of August 2022.
To celebrate the winnings and efforts that the team has
showed

throughout

the

whole

event,

Singapore

Silat

Federation held a Welcoming Party for all athletes, coaches
officials and support staff members along with one of our
partners, Mr. Nazarisham Mohd Isa as the Guest of Honor for
the Welcoming Party.

4 PENCAK SILAT
EXPONENTS CROWNED
WORLD CHAMPION
That's the title and highlight in Singapore Sports School
Volume 619 - Sept 2022 - eNews!

Results contributed by the SSP students and alumni Women’s Regu Team
Champion – Amirah Sahrin
Men’s Tanding Class B (50-55kg)
Champion – Aniq ‘Asri Mohammad Yazid
Men’s Tanding Class J (90-95kg)
Champion – Sheik Farhan Sheik Alau’ddin
Men’s Artistic Single
Champion – Muhammad Iqbal Abdul Rahman
Women’s Tanding Class A (45-50kg)
Silver – Nadhrah Sahrin
Women’s Tanding Class E (65-70kg)
Silver – Siti Khadijah Mohd Shahrem
Women’s Tanding Class F (70-75kg)
Bronze – Nur Shaqira Sheik Alau’ddin
Men’s Tanding Class E (65-70kg)
Silver – Abdul Raazaq Abdul Rashid

www.sportsschool.edu.sg/enews

HAPPY NATIONAL
DAY, SINGAPORE!
Happy 57th National Day, Singapore!
From all of us at Singapore Silat Federation, we strive to
continue to make the nation proud with our achievements
thus far, and even more in the coming year. Majulah
Singapura!

STAFF PAINTBALL
SESSION @ RED
DYNASTY PAINTBALL
PARK
On the 5th of August 2022, staff members, coaches and
sparring partners of Singapore Silat Federation (SSF) went
over to Red Dynasty Paintball Park located in Turf City, Bukit
Timah for a Staff Paintball Session as part of a series under
SSF's very own video production, #OUTOFARENA!
Subscribe to our YouTube channel and stay tuned to watch
the full video to see how it went down!

RECRUITMENT:
SILAT ALUMNI

GIFT FROM
MR. LIM AH BOY
As a congratulatory gift from one of our partners, Mr. Lim Ah
Boy gifted $1,888.00 to our Gold medalist who flew our
Singapore flag high at the recent 19th World Pencak Silat
Championship.
The gift ceremony was supposed to take place on the 6th of
August 2022, the same day as the Meet-and-Greet session
with

our

19WPSC.

However,

due

to

unforeseen

circumstances, Mr. Lim Ah Boy was not able to be present for
the ceremony. CEO of Singapore Silat Federation, Dr. Sheik
Alau'ddin Yacoob Marican, PBM presented the gift cheques
to our Gold medalists.
Once again, on behalf of Singapore Silat Federation, thank
you Mr. Lim Ah Boy!

GET VACCINATED!
At a multi-ministry task force
press

conference,

Health

Minister Ong Ye Kung shared
that

about

80%

of

the

Singapore's population has
had a booster shot.
This

is

to

further

protect

those vulnerable group aged
80 years old and above, and
to prepare for possible future
infection waves.
After hitting his 55th Birthday, Dr Sheik Alau'ddin following
the recommendation from the Ministry of Health (MOH) to
take the second booster shot on 24 August 2022 at one of the
Vaccination Centre at Joint Testing & Vaccination Centre.
By taking the booster shot, Dr Sheik believed that it will give
better protection to himself & and his love ones!

MEET & GREET
WITH 19WPSC
ATHLETES

Fresh off the 19th World Pencak Silat Championship that was
held in July 2022, we held at Meet-and-Greet session with our
athletes!
Held at the Singapore Sports Hub Library on the 6th of
August

2022,

Champions

to

we

also

share

had

how

our
it

newly-crowned

was

like

at

the

World
World

Championships back in Malacca, and what their World
Championship title means to them.
Big thanks to the staff members of the Singapore Sports Hub
Library for the space and helping us coordinate the minievent!

WITH HEAVY
HEART...
Nur Ratna Juita
Binte Mohamad Nazraruddin
passed on peacefully surrounded
by her loved ones on
12 August 2022
Juita was sent to KK Women's and
Children's Hospital on 6 August 2022
after being unconscious for inducing
pain. She was suspected with brain infection, however, actual
cause was unable to be detected.
On 11 August 2022, Brain Test was done on Juita, sadly, results
were negative. The family decided to bring her home, and
removed the life support machine on. Juita passed on the
next day at 11am.
Juita was one of our Junior athlete who is cheerful, always
smiling no matter how tough the situation gets at training,
self motivated, respectful towards the elders, always eager to
learn new things, and always show willingness attitude.
She will be missed by her fellow teammates in the national
team. To Juita's family, keep the memories of her alive, it is
tough losing a family member, only time will heal.

FACE OF THE MONTH:
IFFAH BATRISYIA BINTE
NOH
My name is Iffah Batrisyia, and I am currently 20 years old. I play
the Artistic Female Team category, along with my teammates,
Amirah Sahrin and Nur Ashikin.
I started Silat when I was really young at Fengshan Community
Club (CC) with GRASIO. I was actually going to the CC for phonics
classes when my brother saw a Silat class being held. He was
interested and persuaded my parents to let him join in. I, on the
other hand, did not show much interest and just went ahead to
go for my phonics class.
However as time went on, I decided to join the classes as well
since my brother seemed to be having fun.

In the beginning, when I just started, Silat was just a way for me
to have fun and keep fit after school. Eventually I continued with
my journey in Silat as I grew passionate about it.
On top of that, I saw the opportunities that Silat brought. The
opportunity to travel overseas, get medals and awards. All while
staying healthy by doing something that I liked. I found that Silat
provided a lot of pros in my life.

My current teammates and I used to compete against each
other in the same tanding class when we were younger!

Throughout my Silat journey thus far, there is no specific person
who I look up to. I constantly feel motivated whenever I see my
teammates training hard, it makes me want to push myself as
well.
Everyone in the team works so hard to achieve what they want
and I would ride off on the energy so that I can be just like them.

At every training session, I will always look forward to fixing the
mistakes that occurred during the previous session. I am a big
believer in doing better than I did yesterday so I would always try
to improve every time I attend training.
Moreover, I look forward to the company the most. Training is
always fun with my teammates because they are able to keep the
atmosphere light while still being focused.
Because of that, I am able to enjoy the daily training sessions while
still giving my 100%.
On top of all those factors, my
main motivation will always to
make my parents proud. After
everything that they have done
for me my entire life, all I can
hope for is to make them proud
of their daughter.

My family has always been my
pillar

of

support,

and

most

especially in this sport.
They always try to be there for me
despite their busy schedules. They
would

attend

ceremonies,

the

the

flag-raising

send-offs

and

welcome-back ceremonies, and so
on.
Apart from that, they would always
lend a listening ear whenever I
needed to rant about something.

They would also try their
best to satisfy whatever
cravings that I have, hehe!
Most

importantly,

they

have never once made me
feel like I was alone in this
and for that I am forever
grateful.

The best part about competing for me definitely has to be the
atmosphere. The atmosphere that surrounds a competition is
something that cannot be described, only felt.
The excitement when cheering for your teammates, or watching
a riveting match. The feeling when you're getting ready for your
match and you can see your opponent preparing as well. The
anxiousness when you're about to enter the arena after they have
called your name. The relief when your match is over and you got
the results that you were aiming for. The feeling in your throat
you get at the end of a competition from cheering so loud and
with so much gusto.
All of these emotions and activities are what makes up the
atmosphere and is certainly the best part of competing.

To prepare for a game, I have a small routine that starts the night
before. I would stretch a bit so that my muscles will not get so
tight. In addition to that, I would also look up videos of the team
that we will be going up against. I will then pack my bag and
ensure that all the things that I need are accounted for and try to
get to bed early (although it doesn't work most times because of
the nerves haha).
On the morning of the competition, I will always to a specific
playlist to hype myself up. Once we arrive at the venue, my team
and I like to test the mattress and do some jurus just to make
ourselves accustomed to it.
With my willingness to keep trying and good attitude with
teamwork, I always manage to resolve tensions that may surround
the team whenever we feel exhausted. I am also very thankful to be
a part of a team that I can thrive on the confidence of my
teammates.

I saw a quote on Twitter a few years back which goes, "Do your
best, say your prayers & cross your fingers," and it really
resonated with me.
I interpret the quote as doing something at the best of your
capabilities and leaving the rest to the Almighty. I apply it to
everything that I do ranging from Silat to school, or any others
that I may be doing.
One day when I decide to retire from
Silat, my highest achievement is to be a
SEA Games Champion next.
Outside of Silat, I want to be able to
achieve my goal of working as a forensic
scientist.

DINNER WITH
TECHNICAL TEAM
In

appreciation

of

the

efforts

from

Singapore

Silat

Federation's technical team, coaches, and most especially
the sparring partners who assisted the team in preparation
for the 19th World Pencak Silat Championship, we treated
them to dinner where they got a taste of home, Putra
Minang!
The dinner was also done as a a farewell for the sparring
partners who went back to Indonesia shortly a few days
after.
By the looks of the photos, the team truly enjoyed their
meals!

IS IT GOODBYE OR WE
WILL MEET AGAIN?
With the end of the 19th World Pencak Silat Championship
2022, we have to bid goodbye to our sparring partners and
sports trainers from Indonesia who has been attached with
Singapore Silat Federation for 3 months.
Despite the heavy heart, we wish them the best for their
future endeavors. And we will always look forward to work
together for TeamSG Silat in the future!
Thank you to (from left to right) - Helmi Haikal, Rizky
Ramdhani, Salsabila Naura Putri Setiawan, Henny Listiani,
Ketrien, Angel Putri Surbakti, Muhammad Islah Shalihudin &
Reza Hardiansyah

#NDP2022 WITH
@TIKTOKSG

As part of the National Day campaign, @tiktoksg featured
Silat Spex Scholar, Nurul Suhaila in a National Day video!

The idea of the shot, featuring other online personalities, is
to spotlight what Singapore is not vs what Singapore is. The
scene shows her walking along Bishan-Ang Mo Kio Park,
with the audio accompanying: "Not small at all."
Watch the video by scanning the QR code below!

COACHES' DAY 2022
CONTEST
SportSG-CoachSG #sgthankyoucoach Inspiring Coach social
media campaign held last year also saw many athletes and
stakeholders expressing their heartfelt appreciation for
coaches who have impacted their lives. With the success of
2021, we would once again like to honour the coaches'
dedication and perseverance. As such, we seek your strong
support for the #sgthankyoucoach campaign this year in
the following 2 areas:
1. The Most Memorable Moment with my Coach (Social
Media)
Athletes/participants

are

encouraged

to

show

their

appreciation to their coaches by taking a picture/video with
their coaches and reminiscing their most memorable
moment

with

them.

Instagram/Facebook
#sgthankyoucoach

They

can

account
and

tag

post

with

CoachSG,

it

on

the
or

their

hashtag

email

it

to

sport_coaching@sport.gov.sg. Top 3 posts that showcases
the memorable moments will win attractive prizes!

2. My Most Creative Drill (Social Media)
Local sailing coach Sherman Cheng said that "High quality
coaching consists of a trainer that is equipped with the right
knowledge and having the ability to make training engaging".
This campaign encourages coaches to take a picture or video
explaining their most creative drill or workout they have
designed for their athletes. It brings about good engagement
within the coaching community for coaches to learn from one
another. They can post it on their Instagram/Facebook with
the hashtag #sgthankyoucoach and tag CoachSG, or email it
to sport_coaching@sport.gov.sg. Top 3 posts with the most
creative drill will win attractive prizes!

SPORTSG INSTRUCTORS
ONLINE DISCUSSION
SportSG hosted an online discussion where they shares on
their intent and purpose to develop a Fitness Instructor
Registry which they aims to professionalise the sector.
Six of our national coaches attended the session on 31st
August 2022 via Zoom Meeting platform.

MENDAKI HOMEWORK
CAFE
Singapore Silat Federation is collaborating with Mendaki for
Tuition Service for our Youth National Athletes to assist
them in their education.
On 25th August 2022, 7.30pm Madam Farah from Mendaki
came down to OCBC Arena Hall 4 to give full briefing on the
full overview of the collaboration and program to our Junior
athletes and their parents.
Mendaki Homework Cafe program aims to provide a
conducive environment for the student to complete their
school work. Together with their partners, they aim to reach
out and extend academic support and/or assistance to the
needy students. The support provided is for the English,
Mathematics and Science subjects, with qualified tutors
deployed to ensure students are able to complete their
school work.

WORLD DROWNING
PREVENTION DAY

On the 13th of August 2022, together with Sport Singapore,

we commemorate World Drowning Prevention Day cum
International Lifeguard Appreciation Day, with Guest of
Honor Mr. Eric Chua, Parliamentary Secretary for the
Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth (MCCY).
Held at the Toa Payoh Sports Hall, our Assistant Technical
Director, Mdm Nurul Fiona, went to represent Singapore
Silat Federation at the event, and also to collect an
Automated External Defibrillator (AED) for the organization.

PRESTIGIOUS HONOURS
BESTOWED ON
PRABOWO SUBIANTO

Photo credit to Tim Dokumentasi Menhan Prabowo

Not only one.
But four prestigious honors was bestowed to the President
of International Pencak Silat Federation (PERSILAT), Bapak
Prabowo Subianto, which he received it in a official
ceremony

on

15th

August

2022

for

his

tremendous

achievement in the Ministry of Defense.
Bapak Prabowo received
Bintang Yudha Dharma Utama
Bintang Kartika Eka Paksi Utama
Bintang Jalasena Utama
Bintang Swa Bhuwana Paksa Utama
Photo credit to IG @prabowo

SINGAPORE MARTIAL ARTS
INSTRUCTORS
ASSOCIATION (SMAIA)'S
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) for the Singapore
Martial Arts Instructors Association (SMAIA) was held on the
10th of August 2022.
As an introduction, the Singapore Martial Arts Instructors
Association (SMAIA) was formed in 1980 and has made
significant contributions to the promotion of martial arts in
Singapore. It has also encouraged the healthy development
of the different types of martial arts from the multi-racial
and cultural heritage.
The members of SMAIA
met

after

inactivity,

2

years

where

of

they

discussed on establishing
a social media presence.
They also brainstormed
on ideas for future events
and possible fundraisers,
and how to grow SMAIA.

The other members who were present for the meeting are
as follows:
Mark Roche (Arnis)
Peter Woon (Taekwondo)
Stephen Chee (Judo/Jujitsu)
Kelvin Kong (Aikido)
Sa'adiah Binte Sanuse (Grasio)
Ainin Binte Jasni (Unifight)
Iskandar Yeo (Taekwondo)
Zarina Yahya (Goresh & Belt Wrestling)
Terence Teo (San Cheen Do)
Virender Singh (Taekwondo)
Sahland (Kempo Representative)
Dr Sheik was once again voted unanimously as the
President to run and lead the SMAIA. Congratulations!

EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
trisula
(sold in pairs)

karambit
(sold in pairs)

cambuk
For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org.

golok

golok

(size 1 - 26.0cm)

(size 2 - 29.0cm)

golok

golok

(size 3 - 32.0cm)

(size 4 - 35.0cm)

golok
(wood)
For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org.

sabit

dagger

padding
For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org.

keris
(training)

keris

For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org.

toya

body protector
(sold in pairs)
*Please note that this is a prototype, not
an original.

For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org.

*used

For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org.

ISO 9001:2015
SURVEILLANCE AUDIT
"The Quality Management System is well established,
implemented,

and

maintained."

Singapore

Silat

Federation has completed this year Surveillance Audit
in order to maintain our ISO 9001:2015 Certification.
Singapore Silat Federation first got its ISO Certification
was back in November 2009 where our federation is
certified with ISO 9001:2008.
And throughout the years, we have to follow the
updates and improved certification in maintaining
quality management system for our customers and
stakeholders.
Our scope is;
1. Management of "Silat" (Malay Martial Art) Activities
inclusive of Coaching, Talent Scouting, Fund Raising
and Coordination
of Competitions Worldwide
2.

Cultural

Promotion

of

"Silat"

to

Educational

Institutions, Corporations and Communities.

BEHIND THE SCENES:
CHANNEL 5'S
ART SCENE
In an upcoming MediaCorp Channel
5's Art Scene documentary episodes,
it will be featuring martial arts as a
movement-based

art

form

and

cultural heritage.
Working on the episode with Singapore Silat Federation, they
are exploring to showcase a perspective on Silat in Singapore,
the international and local community impacts, and the
artistic and philosophical heritage of the sport.
Stay tuned for more updates on the release of the special
episode with Pencak Silat featuring two of our SPEX Scholar,
Muhammad Iqbal Abdul Rahman
& Siti Khadijah Mohd Sahrem.
Sharing some behind-the-scene photos on the filming
day on 22 August 2022.

THE PEOPLE BEHIND
SG SILAT
My name is Asmira As Sunnah, 32 years old this year, and I am
the IT and Admin Officer for Singapore Silat Federation (SSF). I
like to describe myself as cheerful and friendly. I like to meet
new people and make friends. On top of all of that, I am also
independent, I know what I want and will always try to get it.
Personally I feel that life is too short, so always do whatever
you want in life.
I started as a volunteer in
one of the major events
in Kuala Lumpur back in
2015 with One Silat.
At that time I was one of
the volunteers waiting for
the

arrival

contingents

of

the
with

technical delegates and
officials at the airport.
One of the people whom I
picked up was the CEO of

Singapore Silat Federation, Dr. Sheik Alau'ddin. He is one of the
friendliest and most popular among the volunteers because of
his inferiority that likes to talk and mingle with the rest of us.
From then, he often gave us opportunities to volunteer for
events other than Silat, and one of the events includes the
Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) ONE Championship in Malaysia.
He then asked me something that I will never forget: "Do you
want to work in Singapore?" My instant answer to that was,
"You're asking the right person. Of course, I want!" 7 years on,
here I am as a staff with SSF!
Besides my position as
admin,

I

also

photography

do
&

videography during Silat
events or at any other
programmes.
Although I'm usually the
person who is behind the
camera at events, I also
order
trophies,

the

medals,

t-shirts

and

other merchandise items
for

events

competitions.

and

I enjoy working in the Martial Arts field like Pencak Silat because
this sport is one of the most well-known sports in Singapore and
has become one of the bigger sports within Southeast Asia.
For almost 7 years with Singapore Silat Federation, I hope this
sport can be attractive to more people outside of the Malay
community here in Singapore, as seen in other countries like
Vietnam, South Korea, Uzbekistan, and many other European
countries.
In the coming future, I can see that SSF will be moving even
further forward and become one of the most well-known
organizations in the world of Pencak Silat. In terms of sports
facilities, sports equipment, the competition scoring system and
VAR equipment, SSF has the complete set. Not only that, Pencak
Silat is also beginning to be known in the eyes of the world and
not only concentrated in the Southeast Asian countries.

The management of Singapore Silat Federation takes good
care of the employees' welcome, even to me as a foreigner. I
am grateful to still be a part of SSF up till today, and be
appreciated for all the work that I do. Personally for me the
most rewarding about being a part of the Federation is, what
you give, you will definitely get back. So my motto is to just do
the maximum best in everything that you do.
If you ask me about the best memory that I've had with the
Federation thus far, I cannot simply pick one. To me, there is
no single best memory with the SSF. All memories made with
the Federation has been the best. Be it with the people that I
work with, the experiences that I have gained throughout the
years, or the daily work that I do.

What motivates me to do a good job is that I am grateful to be
able to work outside of Malaysia because of the salary payment
which is far multiplied, and I am able to gain more experience
in terms of the different work cultures here in Singapore.
I can save money and pursue my dreams of traveling the
world. Ever since I started working with SSF in 2016, I have
been to 15 different countries by using my own savings to
travel solo. So far, my favourite countries are Mongolia, Nepal &
Iran.

Besides traveling, I also enjoy doing volunteer work. I have
joined numerous volunteering events in Singapore, and have
become a part of Team Nila. From there, I was able to gather
experience and invite them to be volunteers for SSF as well.

If there was one
thing that I could
say to my 10-yearold self, I would tell
her that nobody is
perfect.

I would tell her to
just keep moving
forward,

failures

and successes will
definitely happen.
The only difference
is

how

we

face

them

and

start

back

again,

and

keep track in the
journey of our lives.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
UAE PENCAK SILAT
FEDERATION
Not everyone will remember him.
Or some of the Malay community will
remember him as one of the host that
entertains you in one of the weekly cooking
show named "Masak Apa?" in Suria channel
twenty-two years ago.
Mr. Zuraimi Kamsanee or famously
known as Roy was one of our national athlete back in the 90s.
He have made numerous contribution from 1992 till 2001,
where one of his significant achievements are; Gold medal at
World Pencak Silat Invitation Championship at Sumatra,
Indonesia, where he also received the Young Knight (Satria
Muda) Award. He also was the first to win Wiragana Putra
Medal in Singapore in 1996.
After that, he continued to contribute to the
nation with multiple medals in the international
competitions when he represented in the Male
Match (Tanding) Class C category.

His last winning medal for Singapore was in the European
Open Pencak Silat Championship 2001 which was held in
Zwolle, Netherlands. He also spearheaded Team Singapore in
Bilbao Festivities iN Spain, back in 2003.
He continues to pursue his passion in
Pencak Silat by training the young
children to excel in school via the art
and sport.
Before

officially

establishing

the

United Arab Emirates Pencak Silat
Federation in Dubai on June 2022,
he have been actively promoting and participating in many
events to showcase the arts and culture part of Pencak Silat.
Recently, he have conducted one open house to recruit and
attract more members to join their training.

Another two more session of
Open

House

before

they

actually running their Pencak
Silat training on a full scale.
The response that he received
was

overwhelming

despite

with only 2-days campaign.
There were sign ups students
from

UK,

Palestine,

Turkey,
Malaysia

Jordan,
and

Singapore, who are currently
residing in Dubai.
Mr. Roy, himself have been
residing in Dubai for the past
15 years.
Photo credit by Mr. Roy Zuraimi Kamsanee

SPECIAL GUEST
FROM MAURITIUS
For

the

whole

month

of

September,

Singapore

Silat

Federation will be hosting our special guest from Mauritius,
who are keen to undergo Pencak Silat training together with
our team of National Coaches. Mr. Mohammad Hussein
Owadally is a Mauritian university student learning Mass
Media, with a martial art background from Taichi Chuan.
Arrived

in

Singapore

on

28

August

2022

at

Changi

International Airport, was welcomed by our team of coaches.
His father, Mr. Mohamad Yasin Owadally who is the president
of The TaiChi Chuan Federation of Mauritius shared with us
that he would want his son to learn and train the unique style
of Pencak Silat, and bring the knowledge back to Mauritius to
teach his team.
Singapore Silat Federation sent a team of
coaches back in 2008 under the banner of "Silat
Goes Global" to further develop Pencak Silat in
Mauritius.
Mr.

Hussein

will

be

learning

on

various techniques and tactical game
play of Pencak Silat, the current
competition rules and regulations,
the artistic, culture, and little bit of
history of Pencak Silat.

He will also be able to gain some information & knowledge on
how to prepare for competitions in stages; preparatory, precompetition, competition phase, and transtition phase.
We hope with this cross training programme, Mr. Hussein will
be able to spread the news about Pencak Silat and his
experience learning about it in Singapore!

LET'S CELEBRATE MY
BIRTHDAY!
August is the special month for
Dr Sheik Alau'ddin! The month
where he turns a year younger.
Being

the

Officer

of

Chief

Executive

Singapore

Silat

Federation & many community
involvements

with

other

associations and organizations
at times limit him to have some
celebration. Nevertheless, the love ones around him will
always manage to slot in a celebration for him! At times, we
(the staff) managed to SUPRISE him! Yes, it is that difficult
to plan a surprise birthday bash for him.

Another round of celebration with his working team of
Singapore Silat Federation, just before we began our Staff
Meeting on 23 August 2022.

"I

just

wanna

say a big thank
you to all of you
for caring. This
always surprise
me.

So

I

just

wanna say that
we have to work
together

to

reach our goal
and it is always
one team, one
team
can

always
make

happen."

it

SOMETHING
BREWING - AUGUST
2023!

Dr Sheik is always passionate when it comes to talk about
his life stories. He wished that every one can witness his life
story like READING a book or WATCHING a movie.
He loves to share about the story on how he starts to know
what is Pencak Silat, the story on how he struggle on
juggling Pencak Silat training, competition, and jobs.
The story on how he climbed mountains, faced obstacles,
went through the ups and downs to be where he is right
now.
Writer got the chance to
follow him and seeing
him passionately share
his

stories

discussion
scriptwriter,

&

having
with

producer,

and publisher.
STAY

TUNE!

KEEP

A

LOOK OUT FOR MORE
UPDATES!

NATIONAL WASITJURI COURSE
Referee-Jury or in the Pencak Silat industry are known as
Wasit Juri is one of the important element in a Pencak Silat
competition.
They are the one that controls the games with the rules and
regulations that has been set forth. Singapore Silat Federation
is a;ways looking forward to recruit new and talented WasitJuri to be part of us in officiating in a tournaments locally and
internationally.
Another batch of National Wasit Juri Course was held over the
two weekends on 13, 14, 20 & 21 August 2022. Covering both
aspect of theory and practical, the participants are required to
undergo few segments to understand fully the latest Pencak
Silat Competition Rules & Regulations.

SILENT HEROES
2022
The Silent Heroes Award Presentation is an annual ceremony
organised by the Hillview Civilians Sports Club ("HCSC"). The
aim

of

the

award

is

to

recognise

ordinary,

everyday

Singaporeans and permanent residents for their extraordinary
humanity and compassion towards people, causes, and
missions.
The award is open nation-wide and is presented specifically to
individuals who are working silently without recognition or
compensation. These are the faceless champions of our
society

—

ordinary

means

who

have

demonstrated

extraordinary dedication to improving the lives of their fellow
human beings.
This year 9th Singapore Silent
Heroes Award Ceremony was held
on 27th August 2022, at ShangriLa

Hotel,

with

Minister

Edwin

Tong as the Guest of Honour.
And presenting to you is Madam
Sarimah Binte Amat who received
the Singapore Silent Heroes - by
Public Votes award.
Photo credit by Madam Sarimah Amat

Madam Sarimah received more than one-thousand votes on
her nomination, and managed to clinch the first place with a
very thin margin.
Madam Sarimah shared with us, "everyone is a hero in each
his best. We don't need the world to choose us as a hero or a
winner, we DECIDE to be one."
Accompanying her winning, Madam Sarimah was presented
with a medallion for being one of the finalist alongside with
fifty-two other nominees.
If you missed out on reading our past series on Silat Uncut,
Madam Sarimah was featured under the Project Pencil
Singapore, where she is the Founder. Project Pencil Singapore
and Singapore Silat Federation collaborated to provide Silat
training session for the Champs in the making!

Photo credit by Minister Edwin Tong Facebook

WEEKLY CONTACT
SESSIONS WITH SSP
To keep ourselves in the loop, our Technical team has been
attending weekly contact sessions with the Senior General
Manager (Individual Programme) from the Singapore Sports
School, Mr. Ng Kok Wei.
Some of these updates include:
Updates on the student-athletes' academic performance,
Planning of their 4-year projection in future competitions,
Sharing of their training programme and progress,
FY2023 intake for Primary 6 students and/or mid-streamers',
and
School programmes involving the student-athletes.
Keep a look out on our future issues
for further updates on the StudentAthletes!

TEACHER'S DAY

Teacher. Mentor. Educator. Instructor. Or Coach... are the one
that share their knowledge with you. Wants to see you grow.
Instill positive thoughts. And will hold you hands to see you at
the top.
Teacher's Day are celebrated on 2 September in Singapore! How
do you show your appreciation to your teachers? What did you
to celebrate their special day?

Create a special shoutout for your Silat Coach!
Unique and creative caption will stand a chance to win an
exclusive merchandise from us!
Post it on your account (make sure it is public)

Follow our account & Tag us @sgsilat

MID AUTUMN
FESTIVAL

Mid Autumn Festival or also known as the Mooncake Festival is
one of the loveliest Chinese festivals, the Mid-Autumn Festival in
Singapore celebrates the end of the autumn harvest with family
gatherings, lanterns and mooncakes.
Singapore will be celebrating the festival on 10 September 2022.
For the past few year, the Management and Staff of Sportshub
Pte Ltd without fail has been generously gifting us with a box of
Mooncake.
Thank you for sharing the lovely mooncake by the Fullerton
Hotel with us!

FEATURES

1 August 2022, Berita Harian, Sheik Farhan juarai kejohanan silat
dunia

1 August 2022, Berita Harian, Pesilat SG bawa pulang empat emas

1 August 2022, The Straits Times, S'pore end meet with four silat world
titles

2 August 2022, Berita Harian, Pesilat SG diberi sambutan wira

4 August 2022, Berita Harian, Sheik puas hati walau kurang pingat
dibawa pulang

8 August 2022, Berita Harian, Farhan, Iqbal masuk gelanggang
dengan satu hasrat - emas

8 August 2022, Berita Harian, Silat berpotensi ke Olimpik tapi...

#OUTOFARENA

#OUTOFARENA is an effort to
promote the sport and the
people involved in the Silat
community in Singapore via
video content on our YouTube
channel, as well as our Social
Media platforms.
Keep your eyes peeled for more
fun and exciting content on our
YouTube channel and our TikTok
as well!

Singapore Silat
Federation

sgsilat

NATIONAL
SYLLABUS
The National Syllabus is created to form a standard syllabus
for those who are interested to learn Silat, and are not
involved in any of the Silat clubs available.
This is also set for interested coaches and referees who have
no prior Silat background to learn the basics of Pencak Silat.
With the National Syllabus, this can assist any interested
members of public who are interested in the upcoming
Referee-Jury and Coaching courses conducted by Singapore
Silat Federation.
As the National Syllabus (Level 1) will be a pre-requisite for
the two courses mentioned, this can give a heads up to
participants on Pencak Silat and the New Rules.

LEVELS IN NATIONAL SYLLABUS

Full

completion

for

the

National

Grading

&

Syllabus

will

approximately to be completed between 8 to 10 years.
Upon completion of each level, students will earn a badge where
it will be placed on the edge of the sash. Students are required to
put on the current badge they have attained for instructors to
identify their level easily during training.
Badges will be given upon completion of each level.
Components that will be graded is inclusive of:
Combination of basic techniques
Stances and footwork
Fighting style
Memorization of artistic movements
Code of Ethics of a Pencak Silat athlete
Others

UPCOMING
COURSES

NEW DATES ADDED!

SG COACH INTEGRATED LEVEL-ONE
COURSE
Singapore

Silat

Federation

has

recently organized
the

SG-Coach

Pencak

Silat

Integrated Level 1
Course

that

was

held on 4, 5, 6, 11, 12
& 13 April 2022 at
Heartbeat@Bedok.
Additional dates for e-learning from 2 August - 13 September
2022, and in-person lessons on the 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 & 12 October
2022.
The SG-Coach Integrated Pencak Silat Level 1 Course aims to
meet the demands of individuals who aspire to coach the
sport of silat, equipping the coach with fundamental but vital
skills in coaching the sport of silat effectively.

At the end of the course, participants will be able to:
Effectively coach the sport of Pencak Silat,
Understand the key features of the sport of Silat and it’s
affiliates,
Understand the principles of coaching in the context of Silat,
Design effective silat training programs,
Apply basic sports science knowledge in achieving peak
performance in Silat athletes
Assist Silat athletes to enhance and develop their skills
Participants are required to complete all pre-required modules via
Sports-SG Ed before the start of the course.
The total course fee for SG-Coach Pencak Silat Integrated Level 1
Course is $680.00. Participants can submit their course claims via
MySkillsFuture.
Should you have any further inquiries, please do not hesitate to
contact

Mdm

Nurul

Fiona,

Assistant

fiona@persisi.org and/or +65 9424 9840.

Technical

Director

at

PUBLIC COURSE
Coaches or Instructors out there who are
interested to attend the following course, here's
for you!

MEET
SG SILAT
PARTNERS

Keen on partnering or collaborating with us?
Wanting to know more how we can explore for any
potential
partnerships and collaborations?
Write in to us, let's sit down to have a cup of coffee, and see
how we can take a journey together.
You can drop us an email at ssf@persisi.org

FRANK'S PARLOUR

They just celebrated their ONE YEAR Anniversary in July,
despite being new in the barber industry, Frank's Parlour
specializes in haircut, shavings, and other services!
Their shop is located at
273 Changi Road
Tuesday to Sunday
(closed on Monday)
11am to 11pm
Open to gentlemen only!
For our SG Silat Community DM
us to know your perks & benefits!

THZ TERAHERTZ
INTERNATIONAL
PTE LTD
TeraHertz resonated water device produce 7.6Hz functional cell
water. Its reduce the viscosity of drinking water, increase water
energy, producing 7.6Hz frequency water, which is the same
frequency as the natural magnetic field of the earth, and the
state of water molecules is transformed from aggregated
cluster structure water into linear arrangement of water
molecules.
TeraHertz water enhances cell activity, and stabilize energy
helps to neutralizing free radicals, increasing oxygen content,
reducing the vitality of water, it convert the frequency,
structure, viscosity, and energy of ordinary water into lowfrequency healthy water that is more conducive to direct
absorption by cells, bringing more oxygen and nutrition direct
to body cell, and thus eliminate more rubbish and toxins.
Repair every cell and make it healthy and energetic.
Benefits after drinking of the TeraHertz Water;
enhance human cell activity
reduce blood viscosity
expel waste and toxins,
repair every cell
more healthy and vigorous

PT GLOBAL EMAS
MURNI

Are you interested to purchase Gold Coin as part of your
investment plan? PT Global Emas Murni offers various of gold
coins from size of 1/4 Dinar to 5 Dinar.
TeamSG Silat medalists from the
31st SEA Games was presented
with Dinar Gold Coin by the
Director, Mr. Mansur Lattaka.
Check out their website, if you
would like to know more about
the price of the Dinar now!
www.globalemas.com

MORE PARTNERS TO
BE LISTED...

The first & only ATV Adventure Park in Singapore.
Planning to get some mud on your face?
Come down to Gallop Kranji Farm Resort to get your
adrenaline rush!

Halal Indonesian restaurant that serves authentic Nasi
Padang of Minangkabau, in Singapore.
Located at Somerset Bencoolen & International Plaza.

MORE PARTNERS TO
BE LISTED...

Looking to do recording, events, road show, exhibition,
music production, or a professional team to entertain
you at your event?
They may be the one that you are looking for.
Plan your event with their awesome crew where you
won't feel the stress. They will take your stress away!
Go check them out!

MORE PARTNERS TO
BE LISTED...

Planning for a pampering session for yourself
or together with family and friends?
Having a bad hair day? Waxing, facial
treatment, threading and many more. They
are located at 121B Serangoon Rd, Level 3.

If you require security services for any of
your upcoming events, at your offices,
shops, warehouses or others.
Eagle I Security Service is the one you are
looking for. Give them a call at 6256 7477

MORE PARTNERS TO
BE LISTED...

He is popular amongst the rider in Singapore.
Especially to those who ride motorbike.
Looking at motorcycle parts at affordable price? Go to
Mr. Lim Ah Boy shop located at Kelantan Lane. Bet you!
You will not be disappointed!

You want to go the gym at the wee hours?
Don't like the crowd?
Their gyms located island wide is open 24/7.
When people sleep, you can workout.
Stay tuned if you want know more about between
SG SILAT X AF!

MORE PARTNERS TO
BE LISTED...

Looking for something to secure
your finance and lifestyle?
They may have something that
you have been looking for to ease
your future plans.

Need any equipment for your
martial arts training?
Or any equipment to starts your
health and fitness journey?
They have all the equipment you
need.

MORE PARTNERS TO
BE LISTED...
Looking for list of courses to
upgrade yourself?
Marketing Institute of Singapore
offers more than 100 courses,
from executive (soft skills) to
diploma, and many more.

Wanting to have your brands or logo to be
featured or advertised here?
Write in to us at ssf@persisi.org to see how we
can partner up or collaborate!

NATIONAL
RECRUITMENT
2022

Join us and be the next Silat World Champion!
If you're interested in joining the National Team for Pencak Silat,
send in your registrations now!
A Silat background would be ideal, but we are also open to those
who don't.
For more information, you can contact us at 6282 2316, or send in
an email to us at ssf@persisi.org.

UPCOMING
EVENTS
LOCAL

3 - 4 Sep: 4th Far East Plaza Pencak Silat
Championship
10 - 11 Sep: National Recruitment Boot Camp
23 - 25 Sep: 19th Tertiary Silat Championship
3, 4, 5, 10, 11 & 12 Oct: Coaching Course Level 1
21 - 23 Oct: Silat Awareness Mass Workout
27 Oct: SSF Annual General Meeting

1 Nov - 26 Dec: Fundraising Sponsor-a-Kid
4, 5, 6 & 11, 12, 13 Nov: Rising to Greatness
14 - 21 Nov: 6th WJPSC Local Training Camp

1 & 2 Dec: Standard Chartered Marathon
1 Nov - 26 Dec: Fundraising Sponsor-a-Kid

UPCOMING
EVENTS

INTERNATIONAL

11 - 17 Oct: 6th Asian Pencak Silat
Championship (Kashmir, India)

15 - 21 Nov: 1st Asian Junior Pencak Silat
Championship 2022 (Uzbekistan)

6 - 12 Dec: 2nd World Beach Pencak Silat
Championship (Cebu, Philippines)
16 - 24 Dec: 6th World Junior Pencak Silat
Championship / 1st Arena of Pendekar
(Singapore)

SHARING WHAT'S
"INSIDE THE GAMES"
A reliable platforms where news about sports are published
and circulated - insidethegames.biz - will share with you on
the latest updates, circulations, and information related to
the sports industry!
6th Asian Indoor and Martial Arts Games
The games is confirmed to be scheduled from 17 to 26
November 2023 in Bangkok and Chonburi Province in
Thailand.
After two times postponement due to the COVID-19
pandemic affecting the whole world. A total of twenty-nine
medal sports and 2 demonstration sports are included in the
AIMAG programme.

Host Country for the future Asian Games
2030 and 2034 host country for the Asian Games has been
announced by the Olympic Council of Asia.
The 21st Asian Games will be hosted by Doha.
And 22nd Asian Games was awarded to Saudi Arabia capital
Riyadh.
We are looking forward to the announcement on the
numbers of medal sports will be participated in the games.
Pencak Silat first made its debut in the 18th Asian Games in
Jakarta-Palembang when Indonesia became the host
country.

WANT TO JOIN US
AS VOLUNTEER?
Always
excited
to
render your service at
any
community
events in Singapore?
Or do you know
anyone who is always
on-the-go to give all
their heart?
Be
part
of
Volunteer Team!

our

Where you will get the
chance to meet new

friends, gain experience, learn a bit or two about Pencak
Silat and how Singapore Silat Federation runs their events!
Most importantly, to have fun while contributing back to the
society and Silat community! Email umairah@persisi.org
and state your interest to be our volunteer!

RUNNING A SILAT
CLUB?

Singapore Silat Federation welcomes any new Silat Club to
join us as our affiliate, be it as an Ordinary or Associate
Member!

You will be able to get first-hand information with regards
to Pencak Silat activities and programmes happening locally
and internationally. Most importantly, get your Silat Club
recognized and certified by us, the main governing body for
the sport in Singapore.
Currently, we have twenty (20) Ordinary Members, and
seven (7) Associate Members registered with us.
And a total of forty-eight (48) Silat Clubs, also known as
Perguruan, registered and certified with Singapore Silat
Federation.
To join us, simply write in to register
your
interest
via
email
to
ssf@persisi.org and attention it to
our President with Affiliation with
Singapore Silat Federation as your
subject.
We look forward to welcoming you
on board!

FOLLOW US ON
@SGSILAT
SINGAPORE SILAT
FEDERATION

TALK TO US
(65) 6282 2316 / 17 / 19
ssf@persisi.org || www.persisi.org

WE ARE LOCATED AT..
11 Bedok North Street 1, Heartbeat@Bedok, #04-02,
Singapore 469662

